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Grab Glamour 
Maggies and slide  
the magnets apart. 
Do not pull apart.

Place one end of 
Glamour Maggies 
inside garment.

Adjust garment, 
snap the magnets 
together and 
secure style all day.

What Are  
Glamour Maggies?
Super chic fashion magnets 
designed to add style and 
decoration to any outfit in  
the closet. 

What Do They Do?
Glamour Maggies embellish 
necklines, transform hemlines 
and add a glimmering touch 
to even the simplest outfits.

How Do I Wear  
Glamour Maggies?
There are countless styling possibilities 
with Glamour Maggies. Glamorize shirts, 
enhance cardigans, decorate gowns or 
dress up leggings. Follow these simple 
steps to create new styles today:

www.MyMaggies.com
masinali.ms@gmail.com • 214.668.8625  
My Maggies, LLC., 7060 Double Bridge Road, Mabank, TX 75156
A product of My Maggies, LLC.

transform  looks 
from head  to toe

glamorous  in gold,  
stylish  

in silver 

countless 

ways to  

wear one 

outfit

What Are Maggies?
Maggies are an exciting new way to join layers of 
fabric together in ways that previously were achieved 
with safety pins, tape, stitching or hook and loop 
attachment. Maggies consist of a magnetic ball 
and metal ring and will not damage even the finest 
fabric. They are the perfect must have accessory for 
any traveller as they keep fabrics from “flying away.”

www.MyMaggies.com

perfect for summer  and winter

How Do I Sell Maggies?
Sales of Maggies are gaining momentum through public 
relation campaigns, bloggers, social media and word of mouth.

•  Your store will be automatically 
added to our website when 
you become a Maggies retailer. 

•  Also included is a How To 
card with your orders of Maggies 
that directs your customers to 
the website for more information.

•  We believe that our How To videos 
will bring customers back to your 
store to buy more products.

•  Maggies retailers are provided 
a How To Wear Maggies video 
USB that can be used to 
educate staff and customers. 

•  The website is designed for 
education and to help your 
customers learn new ways to 
wear their clothes. 

•  The www.MyMaggies.com 
website has a Storefinder by ZIP 
code that will direct customers 
to Maggies Retailers.

In What Seasons Do 
Maggies Sell Best?
Maggies are non-seasonal and can be used all year. 
In winter attach scarves to clothing; in summer turn a 
scarf into a stylish top for the perfect fashion statement. 

powerful magnets keep fabric in  place all day
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